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Profile Shift in External ParallelAxis Cylindrical Involute Gears
Phillips D. Roc~kwen
Introduction
Early in the practice of involute gearing, virtuallyal] gears
were made with the teeth in a standard relationship to the reference pitch circle. This has the advantages that any two gears of
the same pitch. helix angle and pressure angle can operate
together, and that geometry calculations are relatively imple, It
was soon realized, though, that there are greater advantages to
be gained by modifying the relationship of the teeth to the reference pitch circle. The modifications are called profile shift.
Advantages include:
I. Ability to balance bending fatigue life of pinion and gear.
2. Ability to balance specific liding on either side of the pitch
point, Balanced specific sliding maximizes pitting resistance.
3. Ability to balance (and therefore minimize) peak contact
nash temperatures on either side of the pitch point This minimizes the probability of scuffing.
4. Ability to avoid or reduce undercut on pillions with small
numbers of teeth.
Item 4 will generally not be necessary unless there is something special about the application that requires a sma.lI number
of teeth, Normally, in good gear design practice, pinions that
have a tooth number approaching the minimum to avoid underI
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cut are not used-they have large teeth, high specific sliding,
and are prone to scuffing failure (Ref. 4, p. 12). Unles there are
special requirements for the application, optimal design usually
will give a number of pinion teeth well above the minimum to
avoid undercut. The algorithm pre enred in this article does not
attempt to determine optimum tooth numbers . For a procedure
to determine optimum pinion tooth numbers, see Reference 4.
Gears with profile shift can be made with. the same methods
and tooling as standard gears, namely bobbing or shaping with
rack cutters or pillion cutters. This article deals only with rack
cutters and hobs, (The parameters for rack cuttersare the same
as those for hobs.)
There is some confusion in the gear engineering community regarding profile shift, particularly with regard to the need
for tip shortening and the size of generated root circles. Thi
article wit! clarify some of the issues that may be causing confusion, and it will give a:n algorithm For deriving tip radii and
other parameters after certain parameters have first been established.
Europeans have established consistent gear terminology and
symbols, so in this article-for the most part-European
gear
terminology and symbols will be used. See Tables I, 2 and 3.
-

Oeseriptioll
Operating center distance-the
actual center distance a,t which the gears are mounted.
Reference center distance-the
center distance the gears would be mounted at if they were standard gears.
Pinion tip clearance-the
distance from the pinion tip circle to the gear root circle. measured: along the line of centers.
Gear tip clearance=the
distance from the gear tip circle to the pinion root circle'. measured along the line of centers.
Total normal finish allowance per side. normalized.
Normal finish allowance per side built into tool. normalized.
Addendum-the
radial distance from Vhe reference pitch circle to the tip circle.
Pinion tool addendum-the
distance from the tool reference line to the tips of the tool teeth. normalized.
Gear tool addendum-the
distance from the tool reference line to the tips of the tool teeth. normalized.
Involute function-takes
radians as argument
Normal operating circular backlash. normalized.
lip shortening coefficient, normalized.
Normal module.
Normal base pitch.
Transverse base pitch.
Reference pitch radius.
Opera~ing pitch radius.
lip radius.
Base radius.
Hoot radius.
Circulsr tooth thickness.
Normal tooth thinning for backlash at reference radius. normalized.
Gear ratio.
Pinion [gear) profile shift coefficients.
Pinion [gear) rack shift coefficients.
Pinion [gear) number of teeth.
Pressure angle.
Helix angle.
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IPROFllES'HIIFT
Influence of Profile Sllirt
For at given normal module, normal pre sure angle, reference helix angle and number of teeth, the b se circle radius does
not change, regardle
of whether the gear Ita profile shift.
Since 'Ihe base circle radiu doe n 'I change, the involutes also
do not change. What does change. h wever. is the part of the
involute that i u ed as the active profile, and the circumferential spacing of the involute (base pitch remains constant), Willll
positive profile shifl.. !lie part of Ilhe involute thai, is used as the
active profile is farther out 011 the involute. which means the
average radiu of curvature of the' profile is larger. reducing
contact tre es lightly. Furthermore, the two involute ' that
form a. tooth, are spaced farther apart circumferentially, resulting
in a thicker. stronger tooth.
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Profi Ie shift

Limits for Profile ShJft
An upper limit on profile shift results from the fact that as
profiI shift increase, the lip of the gear tooth bee me narrower. The generally accepted minimum for the normal tooth tip
width is 0.3 IIIn' A lower limil all profile shjfl results from the
fact lhal if profile shift decreases 'enough. the gear tooth will
become undercut during the generating process. While it is nol
unusual to approach the upper limit for profile, hift, there i
rarely any reason to approach the lower limit. The typical range
for profile shift coefficleru is:
-0.5 ~.Ii: S ~.O
(Ref. 3, p, ] 55)
Eq.l
~n a gearset where the sum of pinion and gear profile shifts
is po itive, operating center di Lance and pressure angle will be
greater than reference center distance and pressure angle.
Operating center di ranee lypi.caJly does nOI. exceed reference
center distance by more than 4% (Ref. 3, p. 76). If the reference
pressure angle is 20·. the operating pressure angle will typically not exceed 30·.
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Fig', 1 Terms and s·,mbals related to the too'l.
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For radii, looth thicknesses,
pitch es, helix an9las a nd prassure
IIngl'es: If no subscri pI is presenl
indicating a particular radius, the
parameter applies, at the reference
pitch radius.
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Explanations of terms:
1.IReferenc:e;This liS ltie term used In Europe 'for what Amencans have historically called! "standard." When applied to ,8 gear, it means "at the reference pitch radius" or "atthe ,standard pitch radius: IForexample, "reference
helix angle'" means helix anglesl. the reference [or standardl pitch radius,
Z. Reference Line: The referenc·e line of the stand'lIrdgenerating rack is the
line a.longwhich the tooth thicknesses and tooth spaces are both equal to
112althe raickpitch. (The rack normal pitch is equal to It m.. IThe reference
line of the' manufacturing tool [rack cutter or hobl is the line along which
the tool tooth thicknesses and tooth spa,ces were both equal to 112of the
rack pitch before the tool teeth were thinned for finish stock allowance.
3.1"rofile :Sbift & IP,wlih" :Shih Coefficient Profile' shift coefficient is the distance from the reference line of the standard generating !rack to the reference pitch circle of a gear in tight mesh with 'the rack, for a normal module
01to, The profile, shift coeHicientis positive' if the reference line of the standard generating rack IS fartfier from the center of the gear than the reference pitch radius, lind negative if the reference line of the standard generating,rack is closer to the center of the gear ltian the reference pitch radius.
Profile shift. without the term ·coefficient," refers to either.
a. The g.eneral concept 01 shifting lIle standard generating rack relererrca line of! the gear reference pitch circle. or
b. The distance. in units oi lang~lh,that the standard generating Irack ref·
'Brence line ,isshifted oHthe gaa.r reference' pitch circle, with sign conventions as,for profile shift coefficient
'4.IRac'kShift & Rack Shift Co fficient 'Rackshift coefficient is the distance
from l:I1ereference line of the manufacturing tcclfrack cutter Dr hobl to the
r'eference pitch circle of l:I1eg.ear being,machined, for II normal module of
1.0', The sign conventions are the same as for profile shift coefficient Rack
shift, without the term "coeffieiant," raters to either:
a. The general concept of shifting the manufacturing, tool (rack cutter or
hob) reference line off the gear reference pitch circle, or
b, The distance, in units of length, that the manufa.cturing tool [rack cutter or hob] reference line is,shifted off the gear reference pitch circle.
with 5ig II conventions as for profile shift coefficient
file rack shift & rack shift coelfie ient will typic ally be slightly different than the
prome shift ,i profile shift coaffic ienl Tooth thinning considerations will tend
to' make the rack shift less than the profile sl'tift, and finish stock allowance
can tend to make the rack shift mO~Bthan or lessthan tha profile shift.
5. Normalized: A dimensionless value expressed as a multiple or fraction
of normal module. fo obtain a narmalizeclllalue from a non-normalized
value, divide the nen-ncrmalisad value (which will be in millimeters or inchesl by the normal! module'. or multiply it bVthe diametral pitch.
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PROFIL!E SHiff
Figures

2 and 3 illustrate

what can happen

when excessive

III Figure 2, positive profile shift.eliminated
pinion that would have been undercut
shift, but the profile shift was 'excessive.
width of 0.111 m,,-much

0.3

Inn'

shift, the tip narrowing

without

undercut

on a

positive

profile

It resulted in a tooth tip

below the recommended

With a larger number

minimum

of teeth or less positive

of

profile

was used, resulting

profile shift. A large negative

profile shift

and scuffing

but for practical
as explained

manufacturing

below-the

Rack Shift

and operating

manufacturing

to accommodate

tool may be at a different

the

location

is

rack,

considerations-

t001 usuaUy mu t be at

a different location than the theoretical standard generating rack.
If a pair of gears were made 10 exact profile
hiJt with a
rack, and mounted. at exact theoretical

ter distance, there would be no backlash=the

cen-

gears would be in

tight mesh. In practice, finished gear teeth must be lightlythinto allow backlash,

The concept of rack shift is introduced

resistance

standard generating

ner than they would be if manufactured

in severe undercut

fact that the manufacturing

resistance

based on the location of the theoretical

standard generating

would not be as severe.

In Figure 3, a pinion is shown that would not be undercut
with zero or positive

than the theoretical standard generating rack. The gear's perform.ence in terms of pitting

profile shift is u ed,

to the exact profile shift,

therebypreventing

This is accomplished

binding and interference.

by shifting the generating

of pressure

angle calculations

exactly the

still performs
profile shift-the
involutes
together.

rack in toward!

amoum, For purposes

the center of the gear by a predetermined
and pitting

resistance,

the gear

ame as it would if it were at exact

involutes

and tip radii have not changed:

of any given tooth are just circumferentlally
The tooth thinning

does, however,

weaken

the

closer
the tooth

with regard to bending strength; ISO and AGMA rat-

slightly

ings take this into account.

If the teeth are to be finished after bobbing by grinding or
shaving, extra stock must be left to allow for this finishing.
There are three situations that must be considered
a. A standard

in this rega:rd:

rack is used, so the rack must be shifted away

from the center of the gear to leave stock for finishing;
b. A rack with teeth thinned by the exact amount. necessary
Spur gear
20 degree normal pressure angle
16,teeth
0.9 rack shift coefficient
No tip shortening
1.25 normalized tool addendum
0.20 normalized tool tip radius
Standard rack (tooth space" tooth thickness

Fig. 2-bcessive

for

finish allowance is used, so no change in rack position
necessary

for finish allowance;

c. A rack with thinned
along rack reference

linel

promel shift results lin narrow tooth tip width.

is

and

teeth is used, but the teeth are not

thinned by the exact amount necessary for finish allowance.
III this case, the rack win have to be . hifted either clo er to
or farther

from the center

of the gear to get the correct

amount of finish allowance,

The rack will need to be moved

closer to the center of the gear if the tooth thinning
rack is greater
allowance;

than the exact amount

necessary

of the

for finish

the rack will need to be moved farther From the

center of the gear if the tooth thinning of the rack is less than
the exact amount necessary

for finish allowance.

Optimum Profile Shirt
]I the center

designer

distance

is not fixed by the application.

is free to use negative,

file shift coefficient

are nat required

relationship

the pinion and
to have any par-

to each other. It is common for

pinion profile shift to be positive,
Spur gear
20 degree normal pressure angle

values for pro-

for either pinion or gear,and

gear profile shift coefficients
ticular mathematical

zero or positive

to thicken and strengthen

pinion teeth, and for gear profile shift to be negative,

19 teeth
rack shift coefficient
No tip shortening
1.25 normalized tool addendum
020 normalized tool tip radius
Standard rack (tooth space = tooth thickness along rack reference

the

ly thin the gear teeth, thereby balanciog

bending

the

to slight-

strength

with

-{J}

:

the pinion teeth. Another
ion and negative
line)

increases

recess

smoother-running

.Fig..3-Lar!ge negative profi.le shift results insever'e undercut
20
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speed increa ers, whichare often designed with profile shift to
balance pecific sliding. When optimized for pitting resistance,
bending strength ami. scuffing resistance. the sum of pinion and
gear profile shifts is nearly always zero or positive. While optimum profile shifts for these criteria are rarely identical. they
typically are not far apart, if the pinion has an adequate number
of teeth (Ref. 4). Also, while the designer must decide which
parameters are '1.0 be favored in term of optimum profile shift.
none of them will be far off optimum. This article does not
address optimization of profile hift coefficients. For optimization of profile shift coefficients. see Reference 4, Annex A.
Ti.p Shortening
Thereare three tooth length option. in common use:
L Full-length teeth (no tip shortening),
2. Standard working depth. and
1. Standarcl tip-to-root clearance.
Options 1 and 2 sometimes do not give adequate tip-to-root
clearance when the operating center di tance i ' significantly
greater than the standard center distance. so the algorithm is
based on option 3,: standard tip-to-root clearance. Standard tipto-root clearance means that the normalized tip-to-root dearalice will be equal to the normalized 1001 addendum minus 1.00.
Exam.pIe that De.monstratesthe Need for Tip Shortening
When profile shift is used. the sum of tile two profile shifts
is almost always zero or positive. When the sum of tile two profile shifts is positive, the operating center distance is greater than
the standard center distance. but not by as much as the sum of the
profile shifts. Table 4 showstwo different configurations of a 5diametral-pitch (O.20"-module) spur gear pair: one configuraaon
w:ithout profile shift, the other configuration with profile shift.
The equations used to determine the center distance in tile
last column of Table 4 are nDI shown in this article, but can be
found in. Reference 1. page 47 (equations 72-73). The equations
require the use of the inverse involute function, which can be
found in Reference 2, page 6.6 (equations 6.25-6\.29).
In the last column. the lip and root radii of both pinion and
gear have grown. The pinion radiu ha grown by '0.18", and
gear radius ha grown by 0.14", for a total of 0.18" + 0.14" =
0.32". Hilt the center di ranee has only increased by 6.78" Table 4-Tip
I
I

Shorteninq Example

Pinion tooth number
Gear tooth number
Module linches)
Reference pressure ang,leIdegrees)
Generating tool: normalized addendum

25
4U
0.20

2D

profile shift

Gearael:
witb
pl1!lile s'hifl

0.100
0.00
U500
3.1500
2.7000
4,2000

0.90
0.10
2.4300
3.8900
2.8800
4.3400

6.!lOOO

!6.7800

withoul

'Pinion profile, shift coefficient
Gear profile shift coeflicient
Pinion root circle radius tinchasl
Gear root circle radius (inches)
P,iniontip radius, unshortened (inches)
Gear tip radius, unshortened (inches)
Operating center distance (inches)
Pinion tip '[unshol1ened)to gear
root circle clearance [lnehes]
Gear tip (unshortened) to pinion
root circle clearance Iinches)

0.0500
0.05010
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6.50" = 0.28".

a the tip-to-root

= 0.04".

0.32" - 0,28"

clearances

have been reduced by

The new clearance

are only 1),01" for a

5-DP gearsetl The e are dangerou

ly low lip-to-root

and they indicate a higb probability

of tip-to-fillet

!

di lance when profile !lift coefficients are
for both pinion and gear. The procedure can
be found in Reference 1, pages 46-47.
The algorithm gives tooth thicknesses after final finish opert
operating

I already

center

established

!

clearances.
interference.

With certain combinations of parameters, the tips of unshort- i ations, Rack shift equations give rack shift coefficients for cutened gear teeth. CCln actuall» theoretically fie below the root cir- ting teeth with extra material left for finish allowance, but equacle of the mating gear. Tins is why tip shortening is necessary ! tions for tooth thicknesses before finishing are not given. If
when profile shift is used. The algorithm below includes equatock allowance for fmisrung is not required,fnl
andfn2 should
lion for lip hortening, The results of tip ·I:\onen.ing are given in i be . el [0 zero, Uthe rack teeth have not been thinned for stock
terms of shortened addenda and tip radii.
allowance for fini hing./..o1 3ndf..o2 11OU.ldI beet to zero.

I

!

I

Subtletie

come up when considering

left

with finish stock allowance
practice

tip shortening

In

on.

Europe.

I

in gears

to use a tool (rack cutter or hob) that has teeth thinned

The algorithm

calculates

~•

Radii: reference.

i•

Reference

it is standard

Tooth thicknesses:

for finishing,

Generating

ed atall

for finish stock allowance,

However.

the rack still gets

in a reduced
26-28)

root radius.

The tip

hortening

use the profile sllift coefficients
Tile reduction

obtained

i

lightly greater than assumed

equation

. Thi

ance

of root rsdiu

A problem

shifted

than haD

•

Addenda;

hift. This

•

Tip-to-root

If the outward

and outward

is

will be larger than assumed by the tip: hortening

equations,

clearances

file

hifl

will result. One solution

in the tip

coefficients

26--28). This

f3

Reference

l Xl

Pillion profile shin coefficient.
Operating

this

equations

jnl

Baekla

(Eqs,

I

equations

(Eqs, 31-32)

(Bqs. 24-25)

will 'be correct,

and

11<101.11,.02

tip radii and reduced contact ratio. but

this

shift coefficient.
angle, changing
reference

a satisfactory

22'

yield

a

satisfactory

in the

normal plane

and it is acceptable

gear profile

to change

the helix

due

to gear

teoth

thin-

ning, normalized.
Total stock allowance per side for finishing, in the
normal pla~e, normalized.
Stock allowance

per side for finishing.

in the normel

plane. buill into the tool, normalized.
Tool addenda,

normalized.
is 1.00

"'II"

!
!

(expres

ed as a frac-

tion or multiple of normal module).
For those who are. more familiar

I algorithm
i

becau e they are normalized

are

with diametral

still can be used by first converting

pitch to normal module with the following

pitch, the

normal diametral

equation:

the helix angle will change the pinion and gear 1

and base mdii, thereby also changing

shift coefficient.
another

X2'

not

normalized.

Backlash

takes . dimensionless

Amgorithm
does

h in the norma] plane due to pinion tooth

thinning.

Units are defined in Table I. Note tJ131 manyparameters

because it results

back only a mall portion of what is gained. by using profile shift.

If the algorithm

center distance.

profile shift before Lip shortening

There i a price to be paid for tip shortening,

gear

angle.

It is assumed the addendum of a standard gear looLh without

because

they use the rack shift coefficients.
in smaller

helix angle.

ormal pressure

and

to

parameters:

I a~

ing become a function of fini h lock allowance and backlash,
but il does give correct results for t.ip 8borleningand
tip-.to-root ,
clearance. Regardless of whether the rack shift coefficients or f..ol,fn02
the profile shift coefficients are used in the lip shortening equa- !
the clearance

and

Number of teeth for pinion and gear.

result that tip shorten-

lions. the results of the root radius equations

clearances;

Zl'

rather than tile pro-

hortening

elution has the unfortunate

~;

coefficient;

Normal module.

for finish stock ~
the root radiu

rip-eo-roor

hift coefficient.

Inn

! '2

rack has to be

greater than the inward shift for tooth thinning.
reduced

operating.

andtip:

The user must provide the following

rack

shift for fini II stock allowance

problem is to use the rack shift coefficients

normal

Tooth thinning for backlash.

when the generating

In this case, the generating

inward for tooth thinning

allowance.

reference,

and tip;

Ba e pitches: normal and transverse;
Gear profile

teeth have been thinned by less than the amount required for finish stock allowance.

transverse

operating

Tipshortening

is not seen as a problem.

does arise, though,

and lip;

Sum of profile shift coefficients:

by the tip shortening

than the profile

operating

Helix. angle : base, operating
•

wiU be seen in the results of the clear-

1.00, if tile rack shit! is Ie

increase in clearance

(Eqs,

the clearance

(Eq . 3]-32), which willI be greater

equations

minu

mean

angles:

transverse

rather than the rack shift;

coefficients,

difference

equations

reference.

rack shift coefficients;

Pressure

hifred inward for gear tooth thinning. This inward shift results

base, root and tip;

center distance:

by the exact amount needed to leave the de ired amount of stock
This means that the tool does not have 10 be shift-

the follow.ing:

operating,

-

the gear profile

The helix angle call be changed iteratively

gear profile shift coefficient

procedure.

not addressed
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is obtained.
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until

There is

1, Normal Module

Normal Diametral

I
!

For example, 4 Normal Diametral Pilch

Module,
article. which yields i
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Dura-Bar round bars are available in diameters
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won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment.
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The involute function is used several times in the algorithm.
The involute function is defined as follows:
inv a = tan a - a
Eg.3
where the angle 0: is in radians.
The algorithm applies '10 external parallel-axis spur and helical gear ets only. For purpo es of this algorithm. spur gear are
considered helical gear with O· helix angle,
Gear ratio:

z

u= .:.l
Eq.4

%1

Pinion refereacepitch

radius:
_

Ij-

m"

ZI·

2.cos!3

I

Gear reference pilCh radius:
r2 ='j

!Eq.5

q.6

·U

Pillion operating pitch radius:
!Eq. 7
Gear operating pitch radius:

r;.,~=a-I" ....
I

Eq.8

'Iran verse reference pres lire angle:
u,

= arctan (tana
-

Pinion base radiu :
rbl

CIRCLE 14~

~.)

Eq.9

cos~

""

Eq .. 10

'i .cosc,

Gear base radius:
Eq. 11
NOITl1al'base pitch:
PH = mw·1t ·cosan

Bq.112

Transver e base pitch:
Eq.13
Base helix angle:
Eq. [4
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a,
Eq.

[7

hift coefficient

x]

= !:x-x.

Eq.18

ad"'" 1j + r2
Pinion tooth thinning for backlash:
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Eq.19

...~ =]. .,.all

L»

.. I.

_,<I

a

Gear tooth thinning for backlash:
.....
. ad
N2 = J"2 'a

.u·'
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24,

ill\!

tan aN

Reference center distance:

2870 Wilderness P1a.ce
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PH 303.938.8570
F.... 303.938.8572
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Gear profile

Toollnk Engineering

NarI1

Eq.16

Sum of profile shift coefficients:

2:x =%1 -i-z.2_. in" a ... -

manufactured with
runoul as low as
2 microns, The clamping
sleeves are replaceable, This
tooling is suitable for measuring,
lestingl. balancing. gear grinding
and other applications.

Eq .. 15

Normal operating pressure angle:
a ... = arcsin(cos p~. sin a.. )

arbors carl be

toa!rIW:
~

pressure angle:

w",w.ge8necllnology.com

• ",,,,,,,.po,,,e,rran~mlsslon.com

6q.20

Eq.21

PROfILE SHIFT
Pinion rack hift coefficient:

,

,As",
+ /"1 - /..01
2.tana-"
tan un

,_

X I - Xl -

,;;...;,;,;.....,.;;".;=.

I

Eq.22

11m coefficient
s:

~nion

,rool. radiu

Gear reor radi II

+ f~2 - foOl
tan a

As"2
2.tana

I!I

.

IEq.23

!II

I
j

~

:

r,1

P'l

i

=

arct.nn( tan. P~J
cosa.,l

Eq.42

'COSP~I

Eq.43

Pinion normal tooth lip width:

=x _

.22

Gear helix angle at. tip radius:

= Ii - m, . ,(halll -

Bq, 24

X,I)

:

'n ='2 -

ffln •

(ha02 -

Eq.,25

Xg2)

Tip shoneningcoeffieient:
a-,o,
k=I:x---"

I
!

s...l = 9"'1

Gear normal. tooth 'lip width:
5'.... = 9",1' COSPaz
Eq.44
Pinion transverse circular tooth thickness at operating pitch

I radiu :
transverse
I Gear
radius:

(1+

Xl -

tooth thickness

:::: I

IC)

-

k)

Eq, 45

at operating

. (9'-;;+
2 2 .,(.mVQ,-:rnva
. .. )J·

pitch
Eq.46

Operating helix angle:

P.. = &Ictan( Ian I!b )

i

(I + x2

-)J

('-;::II + 2 -un
t;
•
a, -In,'
a...,

circular

-

Shortened pinion addendum:
hul "" nI••

' .. I'

$"'1 ='",1"

m.

Shortened gear addendum:
hg2 = m•.
Pinion tip radius:

-

S...I -

i

I

cosa..
Eq.47
Pinion normal circular tooth thickness at operating pitch radius:
S .."I =9 ..<1 • COS P..
Eq. 48
29
Eq
1
Gear normal circular loom thiekne s at operating pitch radius:
9""1=9,,u·COS·P..
Eq.49
Eg.30 !
Eq.28

n

G

Lip ,radius:

Pinion tip to gear root circle clearance:
Cl2 ""0-1' ..1-1'/2

Eg.3]

Eq, 32

Pinion normal circular tooth thickness at reference pitch radius:

-&nl)

=», {%+2'X!.tanan

Eq.33

Gear normal circular tooth thickness at reference pitch radius:
S.2 ==

-i +

m," -(

2·:r2• lana. - M.2 )

Pinion transverse circular tooth Ihicknessat
radiu :
s..1

Eg. 34

reference pitch

5'1=--

,cosp

Gear [ran verse circular
radiu

Eq..35

tooth thickness

at reference

pitch

5
..2
S 2----

,

COS

fJ

Eq.36

Transversepressure angle at pinion tooth tip:
ee

Eq.37

t:~J
Transverse pressure angle at gear tooth tip:

a .. arcco{r~2)
l ;;;;;

Eg.38
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3m!

Geartransverse

:u.+2.(inva,
Ii

-inv,a«l))

;2 + 2.(in" a, -inv a ..
2
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Pinion helix angle at tip radiu :
Pal'" arcl.} tanPb
....\cosa.,l
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tooth tip width:
San '" rd1 -(
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Eq.41
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